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A B S T R A C T 

The traditional paradigm of viscosity-dominated evolution of protoplanetary discs has been recently challenged by existence 
of magnetized disc winds. Ho we ver, distinguishing wind-dri ven and turbulence-dri ven accretion through observ ations has been 

difficult. In this study, we present a no v el approach to identifying their separate contribution to angular momentum transport by 

studying the gap and ring morphology of planet-forming discs in the ALMA continuum. We model the gap-opening process 
of planets in discs with both viscous evolution and wind-driven accretion by 2D multifluid hydrodynamical simulations. Our 
results show that gap-opening planets in wind-driven accreting discs generate characteristic dust substructures that differ from 

those in purely viscous discs. Specifically, we demonstrate that discs where wind-driven accretion dominates the production of 
substructures exhibit significant asymmetries. Based on the diverse outputs of mock images in the ALMA continuum, we roughly 

divide the planet-induced features into four regimes (moderate-viscosity dominated, moderate-wind dominated, strong-wind 

dominated, and inviscid). The classification of these regimes sets up a potential method to constrain the strength of magnetized 

disc wind and viscosity based on the observed gap and ring morphology. We discuss the asymmetry feature in our mock images 
and its potential manifestation in ALMA observations. 

Key words: planets and satellites: formation – planet–disc interactions – protoplanetary discs. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

he Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA) has
isco v ered a rich catalogue of diverse features in mm/sub-mm
bservation of protoplanetary discs (PPDs), including cavities, gaps,
ings, and vortices (e.g. ALMA Partnership 2015 ; Andrews et al.
018 ; Huang et al. 2018 ; Long et al. 2018 , 2019 ; Lodato et al. 2019 ;
ndrews 2020 ). Among those substructures, the most ubiquitous

eatures are the bright rings and dark gaps, a classical interpretation
or which is the perturbation of gas and dust profiles by an embed-
ed planet (e.g. Paardekooper et al. 2022 ). Due to excitation and
issipation of density waves launched at resonances, planets carve
ut deficits in the surrounding gas density profiles (Goldreich &
remaine 1980 ; Lin & Papaloizou 1986 , 1993 ). In turn, a pressure
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ump forms at the outer edge of the gas gap, which efficiently
raps in-drifting dust particles that have limited coupling to gas
Paardekooper & Mellema 2006 ; Zhu et al. 2011 ), leading to bright
ust rings. With suitable parameters for disc viscosity, thickness as
ell as planet mass, one can reproduce a variety of dust emission

eatures similar to what disco v ered in the sub-mm ALMA catalogue
Rosotti et al. 2016 ; Zhang et al. 2018 ). 

While the turbulent viscosity parameter αv (Shakura & Sunyaev
973 ), acting to maintain disc profile and prevent gap opening, have
een inferred to be low in planet-forming regions of PPDs (Flaherty
t al. 2017 ; Lodato et al. 2017 ; Dullemond et al. 2018 ; Rosotti
t al. 2020 ; Doi & Kataoka 2021 ), which corroborates non-ideal
agnetohydrodynamics (MHD) simulations (Bai & Stone 2013 ),

ecent theoretical works have proposed that magnetically-driven disc
inds might transport the angular momentum of gas at a faster

ate than disc turbulence, dominating the PPD accretion (Armitage,
imon & Martin 2013 ; Suzuki et al. 2016 ; Hase ga wa et al. 2017 ;
ui & Bai 2021 , 2022 ; Lesur 2021 ). 
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Ho we ver, constraining the disc wind level from the observational 
ide is challenging. A few pioneer works have tried to distinguish
he dominant accretion mechanism by studying the protoplanetary 
isc size evolution from a population view (Trapman et al. 2020 ,
022 ; Long et al. 2022a ; Zagaria et al. 2022 ; Toci et al. 2023 ),
hile the results remain unconcluded. On the other hand, current 
bservation results can indeed constrain the upper limit of the disc 
urbulence coefficient to be as low as 10 −4 to 10 −3 (Flaherty et al.
017 , 2020 ; Miotello et al. 2022 ; Rosotti 2023 ). If PPDs are indeed
early inviscid (e.g. Villenave et al. 2020 ), this serves as strong
vidence for a mechanism other than the gas viscosity to explain 
ow discs accrete and evolve, with MHD winds currently being a 
romising alternative (Lesur 2021 ). Wind-dominated accretion could 
econcile the low turbulent velocities with a moderate accretion rate 
n to the host star. 
Under this conte xt, Elbak yan et al. ( 2022 ) applied the torque

ormula for disc wind with an accretion parameter αdw , introduced 
y Tabone et al. ( 2022b ), and investigated its effect on planet gap
ormation, focusing on parametrizing the magnitude of gap opening 
ith the gas/dust density contrast between the gap centre and gap 

dge. They concluded that it is generally harder for MHD winds to
lose up a planetary gap than viscosity for the same accretion rate,
equiring αdw to be much larger than αv to maintain the same level of
ensity depletion in the planetary gap. This implies for moderate 
alues of αdw , we can expect coexistence of low- αv controlled 
ust observational structure with high- αdw controlled accretion rate. 
hen αdw � αv , disc wind may dominate both gap opening and 

ccretion rates. 
The majority of simulations from Elbakyan et al. ( 2022 ) are

n 1D and serve the purpose of parameter space exploration, 
upplemented by 2D two-fluid simulations for cross-validation, 
hich contains gas and one dust species with a fixed Stokes 
umber. In this work, we perform more realistic multifluid sim- 
lations with a physical dust-size distribution, and post-process 
ydrodynamical simulation results to produce synthetic observations 
t ALMA wavelength and resolution. We focus on the full 2D 

hapes of dust brightness maps instead of only a hydrodynamical 
ensity contrast, and identify several characteristic features which 
emonstrate the intrinsic differences in two kinds of accretion 
echanisms. 
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 , we introduce

he numerical set-up for performing hydrodynamical simulations 
nd constructing synthetic images. In Section 3 , we describe the 
isc morphology in characteristic regimes of the αv –αdw parameter 
pace. We summarize our findings and discuss the implications of 
ur results in Section 4 . 

 N U M E R I C A L  SET-UP  

.1 Equations solved 

n this work, we consider a 2D ( R , ϕ), locally isothermal proto-
lanetary disc composed of gas and dust with an embedded planet. 
isc self-gravity, realistic magnetic fields, planet orbital migration, 

nd accretion are not included in our simulations. The disc model 
s described by the Navier–Stokes equations in the cylindrical polar 
oordinate, in a corotating frame of reference centred on the central 
tar: 

∂ � g 

∂ t 
+ ∇ · (� g V 

) = 0 , (1) 

t  
∂ V 

∂ t 
+ ( V · ∇ ) V = −∇ � − ∇ P 

� g 
−

∑ 

i 

� d , i F i 

� g 
− ∇ · τ + S , (2) 

∂ � d , i 

∂ t 
+ ∇ · (� g W i + j i 

) = 0 , (3) 

∂ W i 

∂ t 
+ ( W i · ∇ ) W i = −∇� + F i , (4) 

here � is the gravitational potential from the star and the planet,
 g , V , and P are the surface density , velocity , and pressure of the gas,

espectively. � d , i is the surface density for the i th dust species, W i is
ust velocity, F i is the drag force from gas acting on the dust of unit
ass, and S is the source term from wind accretion (parametrization 

ee below). 
The viscous stress tensor τ is given by 

≡ � g ν

[
∇ V + ( ∇ V ) T − 2 

3 
( ∇ · V ) I 

]
, (5) 

here I is the identity matrix, and the kinematic viscosity ν is 
pecifically expressed as a function of a dimensionless constant αv 

Shakura & Sunyaev 1973 ): 

= αv c s H , (6) 

here c s is the sound speed, H : = hR is the scale height, with R
eing the radial distance and h is the disc aspect ratio. 
Dust is treated as multiple pressure-less fluids. The drag force per
ass for each species, F i , is given by 

F i = 

	K 

St i 
( W i − V ) , (7) 

here 	K is the Keplerian frequency, and the Stokes number (Epstein 
egime) for each species (Birnstiel, Dullemond & Brauer 2010 ) 
roportional to the dust size is given by 

St i = 

π

2 

s i ρd 

� g 
, (8) 

here s i is grains size for different dust and ρd is the internal dust
ensity. 
For each species of dust i , our simulations also include dust

iffusion flux j i : 

j i = −D d,i 

(
� g + � d , i 

)∇ 

(
� d , i 

� g + � d , i 

)
. (9) 

here D d , i is the dust diffusion coefficient (Youdin & Lithwick 
007 ): 

 d,i = ν
1 + 4 St 2 i (
1 + St 2 i 

)2 , (10) 

ee Weber et al. ( 2019 ), for details on numerical implementation. 
To model the interplay between MHD wind and viscosity in 

ur 2D hydrodynamical simulation, we modified the public code 
ARGO3D (Ben ́ıtez-Llambay & Masset 2016 ) in its multifluid 
ersion (Ben ́ıtez-Llambay, Krapp & Pessah 2019 ), see Elbakyan 
t al. ( 2022 ). To summarize, we regard MHD disc winds as a
pecific torque � acting to decrease the gas rotational angular 
omentum: 

 = 

1 

2 

√ 

GM ∗
R 

V dw , (11) 

here M ∗ = 1 M � is the unit mass of the host star, and V dw is
he characteristic radial infall velocity of gas due to disc winds
MNRAS 523, 2630–2640 (2023) 
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Figure 1. An edge-on-view sketch illustrating the different components of dust/pebble transport around a gap in a planet-forming disc in the disc mid-plane 
region. Radial drift (shown in red), which results from the gas headwind and tailwind, leads to the formation of a dust gap/cavity in the disc. In viscous discs, 
pebble/dust diffusion (shown in blackpink) tends to fill the gap from both sides. In MHD windy discs, the wind-driven pebble flux, associated with the gas flux 
driven by wind torque (shown in green), is al w ays directed towards the host star. 
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orresponding to this torque (Tabone et al. 2022b ): 

 dw = −3 

2 
αdw h 

2 V K , (12) 

dw is a dimensionless parameter related to the strength of the wind,
efined similarly as the αv turbulent viscosity parameter, and V K is
he Keplerian velocity at R . It follows that the source term in equation
 2 ) would be 

S = � 

ˆ R 

R 

, (13) 

here ˆ R is the unit vector for radial direction. Previous works used
imilar torque formulae to mimic wind-driven disc accretion in 2D
ydrodynamical simulation, for example, Kimmig, Dullemond &
ley ( 2020 ) defined the inward velocity with a parameter b , roughly

qui v alent to παdw h 2 in our set-up. There is no dust diffusion
ssociated with the disc wind. 

.2 Disc parameters 

he computational domain of our simulation ranges from 0 . 3 R 0 

o 5 . 0 R 0 , where R 0 the code unit length and planet orbital radius.
lthough the hydrodynamical simulation is scale-free, we set R 0 =
0 au for the purpose of synthetic map calculation, similar to Zhang
t al. ( 2018 ). The simulation domain is resolved by 512 cells in the
adial direction and 656 cells in the azimuthal direction. We apply
he wave-damping boundary conditions as in the 2D simulations of
lbakyan et al. ( 2022 ). 
The initial gas surface density profile is given by 

 g ( R) = � 0 ( R/ R 0 ) 
−1 , (14) 

here � 0 = 2 × 10 −4 M ∗/R 

2 
0 in code units or 4.4 gcm 

−2 in physical
nits. For our local isothermal temperature profile, the aspect ratio is
iven by 

 ( R) = c s /V K = H /R = h 0 ( R/R 0 ) 
0 . 25 , (15) 

here we adopt h 0 = 0.05 at R 0 , corresponding to T = 30 K at 20 au
or molecular hydrogen gas in physical units. 

We put five dust fluids with size s spaced logarithmically uniformly
etween 30 μm and 3 mm. We choose an initial size distribution as
 

−3.5 (Mathis, Rumpl & Nordsieck 1977 ), an initial total dust-to-
as mass ratio ε = 1 per cent and the internal grain density ρd =
.3 gcm 

−3 . This gives us the Stokes number St ∼ 0 . 03 of mm-size
ust for characteristic background density � 0 . 
For a direct comparison, we illustrate the mass flux of pebbles

ransported by different processes in Fig. 1 . In both MHD windy
iscs and viscous discs, the planet tends to push the gas away from
ts vicinity (Lin & Papaloizou 1993 ). The local pressure minimum
NRAS 523, 2630–2640 (2023) 
t the gas gap therefore drives the dust to drift away from the planet
y gas drag (the second term of the equation below; Nakagawa,
ekiya & Hayashi 1986 ), 

 r = 

1 

1 + St 2 
V r + 

1 

St + St −1 

c 2 s 

	K 

r 

∂ log P 

∂ log r 
, (16) 

pening a dust gap as well (the red arrows in Fig. 1 ). In the viscous
iscs, the turbulent diffusion of dust, whose net mass flux is along
ith the gas density gradient, aims to refill the gap (the purple arrows

n Fig. 1 ). Ho we ver, in the MHD windy disc, wind only remo v es
ngular momentum, thus gas velocity induced is al w ays inw ard. In
ther words, the wind torque effect (equation 11 ) is equivalent to an
dditional gas radial velocity (equation 12 ), being al w ays tow ards the
ost star. This gas radial velocity induced by wind can be comparable
o or even larger than the gas viscous velocity depending on the value
f αdw , which directly influences the dust radial drift velocity (the
rst term of equation 16 ), blowing the pebble drift across the gap. 
In this work, we perform e xtensiv e simulations to explore the

dw and αv parameter space, while fixing the planet mass ratio q =
 × 10 −4 (Saturn mass corresponding to a solar-mass host star)
o isolate the effects of viscosity and wind on dust signatures. We
hoose this mass because its massive enough to produce ALMA-
ike dusty gap signatures o v er a wide range of accretion parameters,
nd meanwhile consistent with the non-detection of super-Jupiter
lanets in ALMA sources by direct imaging campaigns (Jorquera
t al. 2021 ; Follette et al. 2022 ; Hu ́elamo et al. 2022 ). See Fig. 2 , for
ll our choices of accretion parameters. Certain reference simulations
ave only the wind or the viscosity parameter. Our simulations
ere run for 1000 orbital periods at R 0 (corresponding to ∼0.1 Myr

or physical units), which is comparable to the typical disc ages
f the DSHARP sources (Zhang et al. 2018 ). All of the synthetic
aps shown in this work refer to the configuration derived at this

ime. 

.3 Radiati v e transfer 

o generate synthetic maps for the dust continuum emission at sub-
m wavelength observable with ALMA, hydrodynamical results

rom FARGO3D multifluid simulations are post-processed with the
ay-tracing algorithm in public code RADMC-3D (Dullemond et al.
012 ). To extrapolate the 2D dust density map into 3D, we assume
hat all dust densities follow a Gaussian distribution in the vertical
irection 

d ( R, z) = �( R) exp 
(−z 2 / 2 H 

2 
d ) 
)
/ 
√ 

2 π. (17) 

Usually in the post-processing of images, one assumes H d ≈
 

D g / ( 	St ) (Dubrulle, Morfill & Sterzik 1995 ; Youdin & Lithwick
007 ), where D g is the vertical turbulent diffusion coefficient at the

art/stad1553_f1.eps
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Figure 2. The synthetic maps at the wavelength of 1.25 mm, with the rms noise level 1 . 0 × 10 −5 Jy beam 

−1 . We select seven models with different αv and αdw , 
obtained from hydrodynamical simulations with a planet (Saturn-mass) fixed at 20 au (the white ‘x’ symbol represents the position of the planet). The model 
name and panel number are shown in the upper left and upper right corners of each panel, respectively. The beam size (20 × 20 mas) is shown in the lower left 
corner of each image. The central plot shows the parameters ( αv and αdw ), while αv = 0.05 αdw is plotted in dashed line, and we also plot the dotted line of 
αv = 2 × 10 −4 to distinguish between high and low viscosity according to Hammer et al. ( 2021 ). The choice of two accretion parameters in our simulation is 
plotted with colourful dots. Dots along the horizontal/vertical axes have one of the (subdominant) parameters set to zero. Different colours indicate different t vor 

values as measured from simulations, it represents the moment of the first occurrence of vortex in each model. The white circle in the centre of the dot of some 
cases indicates that the case has an inner gap. The mid-upper panel (h) describes the radial profiles of 3 mm dust species, normalized by their initial value at 
R 0 , which the emission maps trace. Different line colours correspond to different models. These solid lines (viscosity) and dashed lines (wind) describe which 
physical process dominates the disc morphology formation in the vicinity of the planet. 
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id-plane. One can relate D g ≈ ν = αv c s H g for isotropic turbulence 
Birnstiel, Fang & Johansen 2016 ; Baruteau et al. 2021 ). 1 Ho we ver,
 Note that in the FARGO3D treatment of radial diffusion, equation ( 10 ) has 
lso implicitly made this assumption since D g is put in place of ν in the 
riginal expression of Youdin & Lithwick ( 2007 ). 

o  

m
i  

n  

f

HD simulation results show this assumption is subject to many 
ncertainties (Zhu, Stone & Bai 2015 ; Bai et al. 2016 ). The existence
f wind may also bring dust to high altitudes, but that is usually for
icron dust with very small Stokes number that already have H d 

ntrinsically reaching the wind base at ∼H g (Armitage et al. 2013 ),
ot for millimetre size dust. Since by testing, we found that for
ace-on disc, different vertical diffusion coefficient do not affect the 
MNRAS 523, 2630–2640 (2023) 
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Table 1. List of models adopted in our hydrodynamical simulations and shown in the middle panel in Fig. 2 . We group the 
models which process dominate the emission feature in the simulations depending on the presence of asymmetries (the effects 
become inseparable in the inviscid regime), to narrow the range of the search upfront. Column (1) lists the name of the models. 
The main two parameters αv and αdw are listed in Columns (2) and (3). Column (4) lists the simulation time of the vortex 
appearance t vor . Column (5) summarizes whether there is a secondary gap in the corresponding model’s synthetic map. Column 
(6) is a supplement to the understanding of Fig. 2 . 

Hydrodynamical simulations models: parameters and results 
Model αv αdw t vor (orbits) Inner gap (Yes/No) Synthetic maps (in Fig. 2 ) 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

Strong-viscosity dominated 

v3dw0 1 × 10 −3 0 ∞ No a 
v3dw(3.e-3) 1 × 10 −3 3 × 10 −3 ∞ No –

Moderate-viscosity dominated 

v3dw2 1 × 10 −3 1 × 10 −2 ∞ No c 
v(3.e-4)dw(3.e-3) 3 × 10 −4 3 × 10 −3 ∞ No –

Moderate-wind dominated 

v0dw2 0 1 × 10 −2 410 No b 
v0dw(3.e-2) 0 3 × 10 −2 290 No –
v4dw2 1 × 10 −4 1 × 10 −2 490 No d 
v(3.e-4)dw2 3 × 10 −4 1 × 10 −2 550 No –
v(3.e-4)dw(3.e-2) 3 × 10 −4 3 × 10 −2 440 No –
v3dw(3.e-2) 1 × 10 −3 3 × 10 −2 ≈2500 No –
v0dw1 0 1 × 10 −1 70 No e 
v4dw1 1 × 10 −4 1 × 10 −1 90 No –
v3dw1 1 × 10 −3 1 × 10 −1 210 No f 
v0dw(3.e-3) 0 3 × 10 −3 470 No –
v0dw(5.e-3) 0 5 × 10 −3 440 No –
v0dw(7.e-3) 0 7 × 10 −3 420 No –
v4dw(3.e-3) 1 × 10 −4 3 × 10 −3 620 No –
v4dw(5.e-3) 1 × 10 −4 5 × 10 −3 650 No –

Inviscid disc 

v5dw0 1 × 10 −5 0 550 Yes –
v5dw3 1 × 10 −5 1 × 10 −3 620 Yes –
v4dw0 1 × 10 −4 0 500 Yes g 
v4dw3 1 × 10 −4 1 × 10 −3 600 Yes –
v0dw3 0 1 × 10 −3 470 Yes –
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nal observation results, for simplicity and to focus on relatively
ace-on data analysis, the dust scale height H d is fixed to H d =
.1 H gas for dust components similar to Miranda et al. ( 2017 ), which
s equi v alent to a dif fusi vity coef ficient D g = 10 −4 H 

2 
g 	 for pebbles

ith Stokes number of 0.01. Such a dust scale height matches the
LMA observ ation in se veral discs (Pinte et al. 2016 ; Villenave et al.
020 ), possibly implying dif ferent dif fusi vities of dust in the vertical
nd radial directions, as found in simulation with ideal or non-ideal
HD effects (Bai & Stone 2014 ; Baehr & Zhu 2021 ; Zhou et al.

022 ). 
To compute realistic temperature structure of the disc based on

ust density, we perform iterative thermal Monte Carlo simulations.
etails of our procedure are essentially the same as described

n Baruteau et al. ( 2021 ), although we apply opacities assuming
ompact dust species comprised of 70 per cent water ices and
0 per cent astrosilicates, with internal density ρd = 1.3 gcm 

−3 

onsistent with our simulations, different from the porous dust ( ρd =
.1 gcm 

−3 ) as assumed in Baruteau et al. ( 2019 ). 
To calculate the final beam-convolved synthetic images of

ust continuum emission, we use the public PYTHON programme
argo2radmc3d (Baruteau et al. 2019 ). We assume the disc
istance is 100 pc, and the stellar radius is 1.2 solar radii with a
tar ef fecti ve temperature of 6000 K. 
NRAS 523, 2630–2640 (2023) 
We then compute the location-dependent emission flux of the disc
t the wavelength of 1.25 mm (ALMA band 6). The brightness map
oughly reflects the density distribution of dust with sizes close to
his wavelength when the dust disc is generally optically thin. The
nal synthetic maps of the disc are then constructed by convolving

he continuum intensity with a beam size of 0.02 × 0.02 arcsec (C9
 C6 configuration pair) with an rms noise 10 μJy beam 

−1 (about
 h on source time). 

 RESULTS  

e summarized all simulation parameters and results in Table 1 . For
he naming of our models, for example, ‘ v4dw1 ’ means that there
re both αv = 1 × 10 −4 and αdw = 1 × 10 −1 in this model. 

In the centre of Fig. 2 , we plot all our simulations as points in the
v –αdw parameter space. Simulations with only the wind or viscosity
arameter being non-zero are plotted on the horizontal/v ertical ax es.
he panels (a)–(g) of Fig. 2 show selected synthetic emission maps

or characteristic runs residing in different regions of the parameter
pace. As we will elaborate below, we find that asymmetry from the
ersistence of vortices is a significant feature that could differentiate a
iscosity-dominated disc from a wind-dominated disc when the gap-
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Figure 3. Synthetic dust continuum maps for run v0dw2 . The upper left- 
hand panel takes the same set-up (beam size 20 × 20 mas, rms noise 
10 µJy beam 

−1 ) as Fig. 2 (b) but with normalized intensity and linear colour 
bar. The spatial of the upper right-hand panel is 50 × 50 mas. The rms noise 
for the lower left-hand panel is 50 µJy beam 

−1 . All set-ups of the lower right- 
hand panel are the same as the upper left-hand panel, but its snapshot time is 
1000.05 orbits, approximately 5 yr later. 
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Figure 4. The radial average in their ring region (0.2–0.4 arcsec) of final 
intensity for v3dw0 and v3dw2 . The y -axis represents the normalized flux 
of continuum emission. Different colours correspond to different models. The 
solid lines represent the values obtained when the beam size is 20 × 20 mas. 
For comparison, we also plot the values obtained from low-resolution 
observations (beam size is 0.050 × 0.050 arcsec, dotted lines). The green- 
solid line is the upper left-hand panel in Fig. 3 , also shown in Fig. 2 (b). The 
green-dotted line is the upper right-hand panel in Fig. 3 . The red-solid line is 
also shown in Fig. 2 (a). 
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ing profile in the emission map is quite similar. 2 We use different
olours in the middle panel in Fig. 2 to represent the time vortices that
ppear in our simulations. All symbols except black ones represent 
 run with vortices persisting to the end of the simulation. 

.1 Moderate viscosity versus moderate wind accretion 

e first draw attention to one of our benchmark simulations with 
oderate viscosity αv = 10 −3 and no wind v3dw0 [Fig. 2 (a) and blue

ine in Fig. 2 (h)], in which we observe strongly symmetric gap + ring
tructures with no vortices. The bright dust ring is extended and its
ransition to the planetary gap is very smooth. Similar results are 
ound in numerous previous works for discs with similar parameters 
Rosotti et al. 2016 ; Facchini et al. 2018 ; Zhang et al. 2018 ; Chen
t al. 2021 ). 

This is in contrast with wind-only simulations, all of which 
emonstrate visible asymmetries. In another benchmark simulation 
ith moderate wind accretion parameter v0dw2 [Fig. 2 (b)], the 
lanet is also able to open a deep gap in the dust profile, and with a
ap width as v3dw0 (Fig. 2 a). Ho we v er, the ob vious clumps around
ing for v0dw2 [Fig. 2 (b)] can help to easily distinguish the two
odels. 
To briefly investigate the influence of ALMA observation set-ups 

n our conclusions, we relax the spatial resolution and sensitivity 
equirement of the default set-ups in upper right- and lower left-
and panels in Fig. 3 . Due to the azimuthal elongated shape ( ∼90 ◦),
he ‘detection’ of the clump-like structures in v0dw2 [Fig. 2 (b)] is
ardly affected when choosing the lower spatial resolution down to 
 Here, ‘dominated’ refers to their relative control over characteristic features, 
ot αv ≷ αdw in terms of accretion rate. 

a  

A
 

o

0 × 50 mas (upper right-hand panel of Fig. 3 ) as long as the ring
eature can be resolved. Ho we ver, the sensiti vity of the simulated
mages plays a crucial role in the results. In the default set-up,
he signal-to-noise ratio of the clump peak is approximately 40. 
ncreasing the rms noise from 10 μJy beam 

−1 to 50 μJy beam 

−1 

auses the asymmetric feature to become indistinguishable. This, 
n turn, suggests that clump-like features may be more commonly 
resent on the pebble rings, as discussed in Section 4 . Additionally,
he clump-like feature is highly dynamic. In the lower right-hand 
anel of Fig. 3 , visible changes are apparent in the corotating frame
hen comparing the snapshot taken ≈5 yr after the default image

approximately 0.05 orbits later). 
Where moderate wind and viscosity coexist, we find there is a

ransition between viscosity-dominated runs and wind-dominated 
uns. F or e xample, when mild wind accretion αdw ≤ 10 −2 is added
n top of v3dw0 [run v3dw2 , Fig. 2 (c)], the disc is viscosity-
ominated and the dust signature is still considerably symmetric. If 
e no w lo wer the viscosity to αv ≤ 3 × 10 −4 [e.g. run v4dw2 ,
ig. 2 (d)], the brightness asymmetry would appear at around a few
undred orbits and persists for the rest of the simulation, similar to
un v0dw2 . Although it is hard to distinguish the v3dw2 [Fig. 2 (c)]
rom v3dw0 [Fig. 2 (a)] vizually in the synthetic emission maps,
heir difference is still significant in terms of the azimuthal intensity
ariation. In Fig. 4 , we normalize the intensity by the peak flux at
he ring location. Whereas the ring in run v3dw0 [Fig. 2 (a)] shows
airly uniform distribution (red line) with < 10 per cent fluctuation, 
p to 30 per cent variation is found in run v3dw2 [Fig. 2 (b)]. Such
 high contrast asymmetry on the ring could be easily tracked by
LMA observation. 
This dichotomy is primarily associated with gas vortices on the gap

uter edges being the source of asymmetries in wind-dominated runs. 
MNRAS 523, 2630–2640 (2023) 
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M

Figure 5. The snapshots of gas vorticity for different models (the panel 
number in Fig. 2 corresponding to them is marked in the upper right corner). 
The top left corner of each panel displays the name of the model. The title of 
each panel contains the time of the corresponding snapshot. The black arrow 

points to the newly generated vortices. 
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Figure 6. Top row: radial profiles of the gas surface density normalized to the 
initial value. The crosses represent the peak value of the rings. Bottom row: 
radial profiles of the gas vortensity normalized to the value at R 0 . The three 
lines in each panel correspond to three different models as labelled in each 
panel. As for how to distinguish between viscosity or wind-dominated model, 
we adopt the same expression as in Fig. 2 (h), that is, solid lines represent 
viscosity-dominated discs, and dotted lines represent wind-dominated discs. 
Both panels for disc models with a planet 20 au from the central star (Section 
2.2 ). 
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ortices are generated from Rossby wave instability (RWI; Lo v elace
t al. 1999 ; Li et al. 2001 ), which results from steep gas surface
ensity gradients at the edge of the planetary gaps. Subsequently, they
rap dust in clumps and lead to asymmetry in brightness maps. To
etter quantify the production of the vortex, we define the appearing
ime of vortices in each model as t vor . The vortex is clearly visible in
he 2D snapshots of the vorticity in our hydrodynamical simulation,
n this way, the appearance of the vortex can be easily tracked. In
ig. 5 , we select snapshots of the vorticity of several models ( v3dw0 ,
0dw2 , v3dw2 , and v3dw1 ), the black arrows point to the gas
ortensity minimal points, i.e. the newly generated vortices. We plot
 vor for all models in the central panel of Fig. 2 in colours, which
elps us to identify a transition from the wind-dominated parameter
pace towards the viscosity-dominated parameter space (Complete
imulation parameters and results for all models are presented in
able 1 ). Among them, black dots represent the models in which

he vorte x nev er disappears ( t vor = ∞ ). In general, t vor increases
rom the bottom right to the upper left in the central panel of Fig. 2 ,
hich is closely related to the competition between αv and αdw . The

teep change in t vor in the moderate αv –αdw parameter space sets
p a natural boundary between wind-dominated (asymmetric) and
iscosity-dominated regimes (symmetric). 
Why is disc wind constructive to vortex formation at the gap

dges? Generally, steeper gas surface density gradients fa v our the
nset of RWI. While both wind and viscosity tend to diminish the
 v erall gas surface density contrast of a planetary gap (Elbakyan
t al. 2022 ), they seem to have competing effects on the maintenance
f vortices. By looking into the radial gas distribution, we note that
he existence of a local vortensity minima (condition for RWI) is

ore rele v ant to the smoothness of the density peak at the outer
dge of the gap, rather than the o v erall density depletion at the
lanet’s location. F or e xample, we plot the steady-state gas surface
ensity profile (normalized by the initial unperturbed gas surface
NRAS 523, 2630–2640 (2023) 
ensity) of v3dw0 , v0dw2 , v3dw2 , and v3dw1 (same as the models
elected in Fig. 5 ) in the upper panel of Fig. 6 , with crosses indicating
he closest density maxima outside the gap. The corresponding gas
ortensity profiles are shown in the bottom panel. The transition
rom the outer disc to the gap region in viscosity-only run v3dw0
s very smooth, with a mild pressure maxima f ar aw ay from the
lanet. This is because strong viscous diffusion smears out the
ortensity gradient (Li et al. 2001 ; Fu et al. 2014 ). The wind-only run
0dw2 has a similar minimum density compared to v3dw0 in the
ap centre, but the density bump outside the gap is much narrower
nd sharper, forming a conspicuous vortensity minimum. This may
e associated with disc winds providing an extra radial velocity to
ompress the planet-induced pressure bump, forming a more peaked
ensity profile at distances closer to the planet (thinner ring width
nd higher amplitude of the ring, both are preferred by the onset
f RWI; Ono et al. 2016 ). Meanwhile, it does not contribute to the
ortensity diffusion of gas or the concentration diffusion of dust. This
s why even for the intermediate case v3dw2 , while the gap centre
s shallower than both v3dw0 and v0dw2 , the density bump is still

ore conspicuous compared to v3dw0 , with a vortensity profile
ess monotonic (albeit the transition is not steep enough to generate
WI). Further increasing the αdw to 10 −1 in v3dw1 , will compress

he gas ring even more and eventually lead to the onset of RWI and
he prominent asymmetry as seen in panel (f) of Fig. 2 , despite
he gap centre being filled. Consistently, the location of density
umps in the dust profiles [Fig. 2 (h)] show very similar trends. This
emonstrates that wind and viscosity have opposite effects on the
ortensity profile in the vicinity of the gap outer edge, leading to
he symmetry dichotomy we observe in Fig. 2 . It is intriguing to
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urther scrutinize the time evolution of vortensity in these cases, but 
ince this paper is more focused on presenting results of a parameter
urv e y and emphasizing observable dichotomies, we will investigate 
he detailed mechanisms of wind compression in separate works. 

To provide an order-of-magnitude description of wind-viscosity 
ension, suppose the pressure bump has a typical width of � = wR 0 ,
he time-scale of viscous diffusion across the gap would be 

 v = 

� 

2 

ν
= 

( wR 0 ) 2 

αv h 

2 V K 

R 0 
, (18) 

hile the time-scale of wind transport has a different dependence: 

 dw = 

� 

V dw 
= 

wR 0 

3 αdw h 

2 V K 

/ 2 
. (19) 

For viscous diffusion to be as effective as wind transport, we have
v ≈ 3 wαdw /2. If w is proportional to the dust gap width, usually
etermined by the planet Hill radius (Rosotti et al. 2016 ; Chen et al.
021 ), then w ∼ ( q /3) 1/3 ; Alternatively, it could be determined by
he pressure scale height w ∼ h , both of which do not depend on
iscosity. In that case, we crudely expect the wind compression to 
utbalance the smoothing of vortensity by viscosity at αv ∝ αdw , 
hen t dw < t v . 
To conclude, wind-dominated discs with wαdw ≥ αv show de- 

ectable asymmetry in their dust signatures due to the onset of RWI,
hich can be distinguished from viscosity-dominated symmetric 
iscs with wαdw ≤ αv , where the viscosity is large enough αv ≥
 × 10 −4 to damp vortices by itself. In Fig. 2 , the separatrix on the
ind viscosity plane between these regimes can be roughly fitted by 
v ∼ 0.05 αdw , in line with analytical predictions, since in our set-up
 q /3) 1/3 ∼ h = 0.05. 

.2 Strong wind regime 

hen the wind is relatively strong, e.g. v0dw1 [Fig. 2 (e)], profound
symmetry can be observed at the edge of a shallow and narrow
 ap. Shallow g aps in the traditional viscosity-dominated regime 
sually indicate either a small planet mass or higher viscosity. In
uch cases, the disc tends to exhibit more azimuthal symmetric 
eatures, as reported by Rosotti et al. ( 2016 ). We note that shallow &
on-axisymmetric gaps may also be opened by eccentric planets 
Chen et al. 2021 ), yet, the gap is usually wider in such a case.
ince disc wind tends to fill up the planetary gap but also enhance
symmetry, strong wind leads to a distinct feature consisting of a 
hallow and narrow gap within a non-axisymmetric dust ring, and 
v en a coe xisting moderate viscosity αv ∼ 10 −3 cannot damp the 
symmetry features in run v3dw1 [Fig. 2 (f)]. It is worth noting
hat a higher viscosity parameter of αv = 10 −2 could potentially 
ominate o v er wind and damp the asymmetry, resulting in a shallow
nd symmetric dust profile (Zhang et al. 2018 ). Ho we ver, such a le vel
f viscosity is inconsistent with neither theoretical predictions nor 
LMA observation constraints in PPDs (Bai & Stone 2013 ; Flaherty 

t al. 2017 , 2020 ). 
A notable consequence of a stronger wind is its impact on the dust

rapping at the ring, leading to leakier traps and ultimately resulting
n the centre of the dust gap becoming shallower at higher αdw .
his effect is evident from the comparison of the radial profiles of
3dw0 , v3dw1 , and v3dw2 , as well as v4dw2 shown in Fig. 2 (h).
he pebble leakage exacerbates the challenge of reconciling the 
ichotomy between carbonaceous (CC) and non-carbonaceous (NC) 
y giant planet gap opening (e.g. Stammler et al. 2023 ). Ho we ver, the
eaked pebbles can potentially contribute to planet growth in the inner 
egion, offering a possible explanation for the tentative correlation 
bserved between super Earth and exterior cold giant planet (Zhu &
u 2018 ). 
Furthermore, the mass flux leaked by the strong wind can also

lter the radial profile of the ring morphology [see Fig. 2 (h)], leading
o a ring steeper on the outer edge than the inner edge. This ring
orphology is similar to the pebble ring held by traffic jams without

ignificant gas substructures (Jiang & Ormel 2021 ), but differs 
ualitatively from the planet-induced pebble ring in purely viscous 
iscs, which has a steeper inner edge and flatter outer edge (see Bi,
in & Dong 2023 , for a recent study), or see the profile of v3dw0

n Fig. 2 (h) for a comparison. 
Nevertheless, the typical disc lifetime for strong wind regime αdw 

0.1 will be very short ∼10 4 –10 5 yr (Tabone et al. 2022b ), therefore
e do not expect these features to be common in ALMA observations

see further discussion in Section 4 ). 

.3 Low viscosity versus weak wind 

ur simulations focus on a range of viscosity parameters αv ∼
0 −3 –10 −4 , which lie below the upper limit consistent with the dust
if fusi vity from theory and ALMA observ ation. For lo wer viscosity,
v � 10 −4 , the performance of the gas is nearly inviscid. Multiple

ings and gaps can be present as demonstrated by Dong et al. ( 2017 ).
he detailed investigation on the inviscid regime ( αv < 10 −4 or αdw 

 10 −2 ) is not the main focus of this work, but the fact that low
if fusi vity pre vents the destruction of the planet-induced vortex will
elp the understanding of our results. 
For lower values of viscosity, the gaps are much deeper and the

ensity contrasts much higher. Another important feature of gaps 
arved out by circular planets in low-viscosity environments is a 
econdary inner gap (Dong et al. 2017 ; Huang et al. 2018 ), appearing
t ∼H . We verify that we have also observed this in our low-viscosity
uns, see the central panel of Fig. 2 , where we label an extra black
ircle on top of the symbol representing runs with inner rings in
he lower left parameter space [e.g. Fig. 2 (g), run v4dw0 , as an
xample for synthetic maps]. Since viscosity is low, the vortensity 
radient cannot be smoothed even without MHD wind, and the vortex 
nd asymmetry persist towards the end of simulations, as shown in
ammer et al. ( 2021 ) and Rometsch et al. ( 2021 ) for αv ≤ 2 × 10 −4 .
ventually, we find that all cases in our simulations at low viscosity
nd weak wind re gimes hav e inner gaps and asymmetries, this is
onsistent with the low-viscosity simulations performed by previous 
uthors (Bae, Zhu & Hartmann 2017 ). In this context, the vortex
annot be a distinguishing factor between wind-dominated runs or 
iscosity-dominated runs, but these runs may still be separable from 

he rest of the parameter space by the inner ring feature. We note
hat the dust concentration at Lagrangian points L4 or L5 in certain

oderate-wind dominate cases or inviscid cases seem to be a minor
ource for asymmetry, but since they are not maintained by gas
ortices, the y ev entually disappear when we e xtend these runs to
ime-scales longer by a few hundred orbits, as found in Zhang et al.
 2018 ) and Long et al. ( 2022b ). Meanwhile, vortices in the outer
ings are unaffected and remain to be the most essential source of
symmetry. 

 DI SCUSSI ON  A N D  C O N C L U S I O N S  

e propose a method to constrain the relative strength of the two
ngular momentum transfer mechanisms – turbulent viscosity and 
agnetized disc wind – in the planet-forming disc, by planet- 

nduced dust continuum emission morphology. With a newly added 
arametrized MHD wind torque in FARGO3D (Elbakyan et al. 2022 ;
MNRAS 523, 2630–2640 (2023) 
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abone et al. 2022b ), we perform a series of hydrodynamical
imulations on planet gap opening with dif ferent le vels of turbulent
iscosity and disc wind, create mock ALMA images at 1.25 mm,
nd test different sensitivity and spatial resolutions with radiation
ransfer code RADMC-3D . Our main conclusions are summarized as
ollows: 

(i) We divide the different observations that may be generated by
he wind-viscosity interaction into four regimes (moderate-viscosity
ominated, moderate-wind dominated, strong-wind dominated, and
nviscid), characterized by the vortex appearance time and the disc
orphology in the mock images of the ALMA continuum. 
(ii) We found that when strong wind dominates αdw ∼ 0.1, the

ap-opening planet produces a distinctive shallow gap and prominent
symmetric structure (vortex), so we can directly distinguish it from
he gap and ring morphology in the ALMA continuum. Wind serves
s an additional radial transport for both gas and dust, making the
ap shallower and altering the ring morphology. 

(iii) When moderate wind dominates αv / w ≤ αdw ≤ 0.01 (where
 is the normalized width of the pressure bump at the outer edge of

he planetary gap), the high-contrast gap and ring feature it produces
re similar to those of a traditional high-viscosity disc. Ho we ver,
here are obvious differences between the two cases in terms of the
zimuthal intensity variation along the ring, as the wind-dominated
ase is considerably more asymmetric. 

(iv) In the two forementioned regimes where wind transport is
ominant, vortices are easier to produce and can survive for a longer
ime, even in the presence of viscosity damping. We speculate that
his is because disc wind compression narrows the planet-generated
as surface density bump, which results in a steeper vortensity
ransition close to the outer edge of the gap and fa v ours the generation
f RWI. 
(v) When viscosity dominates αv ≥ wαdw , RWI can be damped

nd the disc will be highly symmetric, separable from the wind-
ominated discs. Ho we v er, for v ery low viscosity αv ≤ 2 × 10 −4 ,
 ven viscous dif fusion would become too weak to damp RWI, and
symmetry will be ubiquitous in inviscid discs regardless of the wind
trength. Nevertheless, such discs may be distinguishable from the
est of the parameter space with the presence of an inner secondary
ing. 

As the major no v elty of this work, we highlight the enhancement
f asymmetries by the wind. Ho we ver, it is to be noted that our
ydrodynamical simulations are limited by the 2D geometry, and
HD wind is simply added as a torque term that drives gas radial

nflow. Such an approximation fails to capture the feedback effect of
ap-opening process on the initial magnetic field structure or wind
rofile. In a recent work by Aoyama & Bai ( 2023 ), a detailed in-
estigation of planet-disc interaction was conducted using 3D MHD
imulations. They studied the process of MHD wind transporting
as across the planetary gap, and examined the migration torque that
he disc e x erts on the embedded planet. It is concluded that due to
he concentration of magnetic flux in the planet vicinity, the wind
orque within the gap is enhanced by a factor of 3–5. While these 3D

HD simulations are sophisticated and capture additional physics,
hey are computationally expensive and thus cannot be run for a long
ime-scale that is rele v ant to ALMA disc ages. Furthermore, dust is
ot incorporated into the simulations to examine sub-mm emission.
n comparison, our simulations are still capable of capturing the
undamental effects of viscosity and wind on the radial flow structure
o first order; while viscosity acts to close the gap on both sides, the
ind compresses the gap from outer direction. Resorting to torque
rescription and 2D geometry, we have the advantage of being able
NRAS 523, 2630–2640 (2023) 
o run for much longer and across a broader range of parameters.
e note that Aoyama & Bai ( 2023 ; see appendix C) also conclude

hat RWI persists for longer duration than typical viscous discs, albeit
hey did not explore whether pressure bump compression could occur
hen wind is introduced into a viscous simulation. In future studies,

t would be useful to incorporate more realistic prescriptions derived
rom sophisticated MHD simulations, such as an enhanced αdw in the
ap centre, into long-term and more efficient parameter surv e ys such
s our own. Another caveat of our study is that we focused solely
n face-on detection, which is insensitive to the vertical distribution
f dust. In order to generate edge-on observations of planet-induced
tructures in wind-dominated discs, it may be necessary to conduct
dditional MHD disc wind simulations that incorporate dust, to
rovide a more self-consistent prescription of dust scale heights.
o we ver, disc wind launched above ∼H g may not significantly affect

he vertical diffusion of mm-sized dust particles well-embedded in
he mid-plane. 

It is also shown by 2D & 3D non-ideal MHD simulations that
he large-scale poloidal field, required to launch MHD winds in the
rst place, may induce gap-like substructures in the absence of an
mbedded planet (Riols & Lesur 2019 ; Suriano et al. 2019 ; Cui & Bai
021 ). These substructures are also associated with pressure bumps
hat may act as dust traps. We anticipate that the compression of
ressure bumps by wind is not limited to planet-induced pressure
umps, and therefore could lead to prolonged RWI and enhanced
symmetry in dust ring structures produced by other mechanisms as
ell. 
Finally, we briefly discuss the asymmetry feature identified in

ur simulation in the context of archi v al ALMA observ ation. The
ery high-contrast asymmetry is hard to hide in ALMA observation.
rominent crescents (e.g. IRS 48, MWC 758, HD135344B, HD
43006; van der Marel et al. 2013 , 2016 ; Marino et al. 2015 ; P ́erez
t al. 2018 ) may be rele v ant to the strong wind-dominated regime,
lbeit they are relatively rare (van der Marel et al. 2021 ). This fact
n turn suggests that αdw ∼ 0.1 might be not common in ALMA
ystems, which is also expected because their typical disc lifetime
ould be very short (Tabone et al. 2022a , b ). 
Ho we ver, in the moderate wind-dominant regime (Section 3.1 ),

he wind-driven asymmetry can still appear on top of an o v erall
xisymmetric ring as clump-like features. Due to the relatively
imited contrast between the clump peak and bottom, the very
obust detection of these clump-like features might be challenging.

eanwhile, depending on the geometry distribution of pebbles, the
ntensity along the major axis could be large than the minor axis of the
ing simply due to the radiation transfer effect (Doi & Kataoka 2021 ).

ore extremely, if the ring is optically thick, the ring could manifest
n axisymmetrical structure even with asymmetric azimuthal density
rofiles. We may expect to verify this in future facilities with longer
aveband observation capability, e.g. the extended ALMA array

ALMA band 1; Carpenter et al. 2020 ; Burrill et al. 2022 ), the
ext-generation Very Large Array (ngVLA; Ricci et al. 2018 ), and
he Square Kilometre Array (SKA; Ilee et al. 2020 ; Wu & Liu, in
reparation). 
Yet, even though it is challenging, thanks to the impro v ement

f spatial resolution of ALMA, a group of studies has pioneered
dentifying these clump-like structures on seemingly axisymmetric
ings, e.g. the inner ring of the face-on disc HD 169 142 (Mac ́ıas
t al. 2017 ; P ́erez et al. 2019 ). It has been proposed that the inner
dge of a circumbinary disc can feature these clump structures
Poblete et al. 2022 ). Alternatively, these clump features can also
e caused by mesoscale instability triggered by dust feedback in
assive rings (Huang et al. 2020 ). Contradictory results are obtained
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y Lehmann & Lin ( 2022 ), who suggest that a higher metallicity
isc can kill the short-lived vortex more easily, and smear out the
symmetry. Our result suggests it could alternatively be achieved if 
isc wind dominates o v er viscosity in the inner disc of HD 169142. 
Another potential target of interest is RXJ1604.32130 A, where, 

gain, the significant level ( ∼30 per cent ) of intensity variation 
s observed in the continuum of the transitional disc rim (Stadler 
t al. 2023 ). It is proposed that the variation could be caused by
he shadowing of an inclined inner disc, as in the near-infrared 
ounterpart of RXJ1604.32130 A (Pinilla et al. 2018 ), while this
ssumption largely depends on the uncertain disc cooling. 

In the end, the intensity of the continuum ring beyond the orbit of
DS 70 b and c exhibits some moderate asymmetry in the azimuthal
irections (Keppler et al. 2019 ), which might be potentially explained 
y vortices at the ring location. As there are two planets confirmed in
DS 70, it will be appealing to compare our results with the PDS 70
LMA continuum, as well as explore detailed dependences of ring 
orphology on planet mass, in subsequent works. 
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